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The Doc Days Of Spring

Nothing signals the arrival of Spring like Hot Docs. The
documentary festival, which showcases tons of documentaries from
around the world, is now in full swing until April 29. Go check out
some of our picks that we've reviewed for you here.

A WALK INTO THE SEA: DANNY
WILLIAMS AND THE WARHOL
FACTORY

Directed by: Esther B. Robinson

Rating:

Esther B. Robinson's film about the short, tragic life of her uncle is
a must-see for anyone interested in the long-term impact of Andy
Warhol's Factory on popular culture. A Walk Into The Sea is an
investigative-style doc that tries to piece together the forgotten life
of Danny Williams, an Ivy league ex-boyfriend of Warhol's who

LAST CALL AT THE GLADSTONE
HOTEL

Directed by: Derreck Roemer, Neil Graham

Rating:

It seems that everyone in Toronto knows (and jokes) about The
Drake Hotel's bourgeois transformation. Much less fuss is made,
though, about fellow Parkdale hotel the Gladstone's more subtle
evolution into a West Queen West hotspot.

Last Call At The Gladstone Hotel chronicles the hotel's journey
from a crumbling flophouse in 2000 to the beautifully renovated
arts haven it became in 2005. Covering both the bar and the hotel
rooms, the film offers two very different portraits of the Gladstone:
the booming nightlife of the hipsters downstairs and the desperate
existence of the poor people who live above them. As the
Gladstone passes hands from corporate developers to artists, the
struggle between the two worlds becomes less of a clash between
"the people" and "the man" and more of a complicated mess of
good intentions, misunderstandings, cultural differences, harsh
reality and the eventual uneasy truce between art and commerce.

This incredibly human and moving film isn't an easy watch for any
socially conscious person who's ever nursed a pint in one of the
Gladstone's bars, but it's definitely a must-see for anyone
interested in issues such as poverty, urban renewal and
gentrification. —Sarah Kurchak

PUNK THE VOTE

Directed by: Eric Roach Denis

Rating:

For a film that features a political candidate
who shoves a Canadian flag up his ass, Punk The Vote is a
surprisingly inoffensive affair. In fact, it's only really insulting on an
aesthetic level.

A well-meaning film that starts out about Starbuck, a punk who
decides to run in the most recent federal election, it quickly turns
into an unfocused mess as director and also-punk Eric Roach
Denis decides to get in on the action and join the race. While
Starbuck envisions a campaign filled with over-the-top stunts
designed to draw attention to the absurdity of the current
Canadian political process, Roach wants to pursue a more serious
course and tackle issues such as homelessness and proportional
representation. The growing conflict between these two visions
makes the film as dissonant as the eroding relationship between
the punks themselves. As Roach begins to receive more attention
from the media, he becomes less concerned with Starbuck's antics
and the film drifts away from its original vision, morphing into a
rather narcissistic portrait of a punk turned politician. To his credit,
Roach is at least self-aware about his addiction to attention, but
that still isn't enough to make this film informative, enlightening or
entertaining. —Sarah Kurchak

SCOTT WALKER: 30TH CENTURY 
MAN

Directed by: Stephen Kijak

Rating:

Any biopic that attempts to capture the life of a musician before the
subject dies probably isn't going to be very revealing, but Scott
Walker: 30th Century Man is a rare exception. Walker, a former '60s
pop star who evolved into an influential avant garde icon, is
notoriously elusive. Director Stephen Kijak's film takes us into
unchartered territory, nabbing a rare interview with the man himself
and permission to observe his bizarre recording techniques. Funnily
enough, the biggest revelation for Walker's many celebrity admirers
is that he devoutly wears a baseball cap. For the uninitiated viewer,
however, this documentary is an excellent primer on Walker's life,
work and why his approach to music is considered so
ground-breaking by his classically-trained and pop-leaning
collaborators and fans alike. —Kevin Ritchie
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